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ABSTRACT
We measured XPath query performance with two XML database packages using a large
sample of XML documents and queries utilizing both the document structure and keywords.
One of the packages is a “native” XML database, and the other one an XML-enabled
relational database system. With large number of documents, both packages have
performance problems. Using MongoDB improves the performance of some of the queries
significantly, with some limitations on the expressive power of the query language. This is
most likely an acceptable trade-off in most of the application scenarios.
KEYWORDS: XML, database, performance, XPath, query
1. Introduction
As defined by a W3C recommendation [1], the Extensible Markup Language, abbreviated
XML, describes a class of data objects called XML documents and partially describes the
behavior of computer programs which process them. As presentation and data storage
format, the benefits of XML are often seen as [2].
1) being easy to understand and read
2) having a large number of supporting platforms being manageable through an even
larger set of tools for data reading, writing, and manipulation
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3) being used across open standards
4) allowing developers to create their own data definitions and models of representation

5) for complex data structures, being simpler to use than binary formats, due to a large
number of tools available.
Though XML was originally seen as the standard for structuring and exchanging data
over the Web, interest in using it also for storage and retrieval [3] soon followed. XML
documents were initially stored in files and query languages like XPath [4] extracted
information from a file or a set of files containing a collection of XML documents. However,
using databases with XML later became popular. Existing database packages became “XML
enabled” and solutions to store XML documents in a dedicated native XML database have
emerged [5].
Due to the popularity of XML and XPath, we omit a detailed discussion of their structure
and features. Instead, we list the main terminology based on [1, 4] as follows:
XML documents are made up of storage units called entities or nodes. A document
begins in a "root" or document entity. Elements, delimited by start- and end-tags, nest
properly within each other. An element has a name (corresponding to its start tag), 0..n
attributes and (optionally) contents. The contents can be textual or consist of (sub)elements.
Thus, the document forms a tree of elements or nodes. An attribute has a name and a value.
An XPath query expression is used to retrieve elements, their textual contents and
attribute values that match the expression in an XML document. Unfortunately, XPath query
evaluation is potentially a daunting computational task. Gottlob et al. [6] have shown that in
most XPath query systems, the processing time grows exponentially with the size of the
query. However, by limiting XPath to a “usable fragment”, they manage to develop a query
evaluation algorithm that runs in linear time.
Our main goal is to evaluate the performance of data retrieval from a large set of XML
documents stored in a database based on three simple, but realistic usage scenarios. Our
sample data consists of hundreds of thousands of XML documents of varying sizes,
downloaded from the U.S. National Institute of Health’s PubMed collection [7]. Each
document contains detailed metadata of a medical article, often including the entire article
text (omitting figures). Large samples of the documents are loaded into two well-known
database products. Database product #1 is an “XML enabled” relational database
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management system (RDBMS), whereas database product #2 is a native XML database.
We test the performance of both products using XPath queries that represent typical enduser information needs of varying complexity. We find that with large samples, the
performance of both database products is unsatisfactory. To alleviate the problem, we
convert our documents into a JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) form, load them to
MongoDB, a so called “no-SQL” (document based) database system, convert our queries to
support MongoDB’s query language and demonstrate the improved performance.
The main contribution of the paper is to complement studies by Runapongsa et al [8],
Florescu and Kossman [9] and Boicea, Radulescu and Agapin [10] using similar
measurement methods, but with actual (not simulated) large XML structures from a medical
database.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe our motivation
for this research, and related work. The sample XML documents, hardware and software
environments and methods of measurement are introduced in Section 3. The performance
results are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we demonstrate an improved method for
data storage and querying, and present its performance. Finally, Section 6 contains a
summary and items for future research.
2. Motivation and Related Work
XML, the Extensible Markup language was originally an initiative to encode semantics
into documents, a capability that is lacking in HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) [11]. In
the 2000’s, XML started to be seen as the “language of the world wide web”: data was stored
in an XML format and formatted as HTML for presentation in a web browser. Moreover, XML
was used as a format for distributed services over the internet as with XML-RPC (XML
Remote Procedure Call) and SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [12]. Due to the
popularity of XML, managing and querying data in large XML documents (or a large collection
of XML documents) became essential. A stand-alone program like xpath (based on the
libxml2 library developed by the Gnome project) reads XML documents and evaluates an
XPath expression such that parts matching the expression are retrieved (and printed) [13].
Xpath, however, processes only one document at a time, needs to read the entire document
in the memory and does not use permanent indexing of XML structures for speeding up
queries. Storing XML documents in a database would overcome these limitations and provide
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better data management capabilities. Both XML-enabled relational databases systems and
“native” XML databases have entered the market [14]. Despite their benefits over file-based
processing, query performance can be slow when the document collection gets large. In this
research, our aim is specifically to identify potential query performance problems with large
document collections, and to propose solutions for improving the performance.
Researchers often make a distinction between data centric and document-centric XML.
Bertino and Catania [15] describe data-centric documents as regular in structure and
homogeneous in content, like invoice information. In document-centric XML, the structure is
more irregular, and data are heterogeneous, as in books and e-mail messages (in the XML
form). Obviously, data-centric XML is faster to process since we can rely on its regular
format. Our sample documents have both data-centric and document-centric features. Since
the documents contain both meta data of an article and (often) the actual article contents,
there are regular elements (each article has publication year) and irregular elements (some
articles have tables nested inside other tables).
In related work Runapongsa et al. [8] have constructed a general benchmark for XML
queries. Balamurugan and Ayysamy [5] have compared performance between an XMLenabled database system and a native database. However, the sample size of XML
documents used is quite small. Schmidt et al. [16] discuss benchmarking XML databases in
general, and Florescu and Kossman [9] evaluate different methods of storing XML structures
into relational databases. In order to speed up XPath queries, Khatchadourian et al. [17]
propose parallelizing the queries using Hadoop. Boicea, Radulescu and Agapin [10] compare
MongoDB with the Oracle database management system, and Dede et al. [18] discuss the
performance of a MongoDB based solution with a 300 GB data sample (but its format was
not XML).
3. The Environment and Data
We have built and executed our query performance benchmarking in a relatively typical
higher end Linux environment. The hardware is a 24-core Xeon server (E5-2620 v2 @ 2.10
GHz) with 32 GB memory running the Debian 8 distribution of the Linux operating system.
Our native XML database is a Java-based open source BaseX 9.2.2, and it runs on Java
version 1.8.0_66. The XML enabled relational database management system is MariaDB
10.0.32 and it was installed using the Linux distribution’s yum install program.
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Our data consists of hundreds of thousands of XML documents downloaded from the
U.S. National Institute of Health’s PubMed collection of medical articles [7]. The articles
(without images) are available in compressed files at ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/pmc. The
size of the compressed files is currently about 50 GB, and the uncompressed size about 140
GB. At the time of the writing, the files contained 2.1 million articles and thus the average
size of an XML file was 67 kilobytes. The earliest article in the collection is from 1610, but
almost 90% of the articles are from 2000 or later. The 1610 article is “The Whole Aphorismes
of Great Hippocrates”. Some documents contain years earlier than 1610 in the publication
information, but they seem to be mistakes and years according to the Islamic calendar.
About 5% of the articles are “stubs”: instead of actual article text, they contain only
“scanned-page” tags with a name of the TIFF file that contains the scanned page. However,
even these articles contain complete article publication data. The depth of the XML tree of
these “stub” articles is 7. Articles with full text contents have a depth of 9 or more.
We have used five document sample sets for our measurements: a set of 100 000, 200
000, 300 000, 400 000 and 500 000 documents. The data was loaded into the native XML
database using the database management system’s “add” command designed for XML files.
The native XML database was able to read our sample sets correctly, but after 750,000
documents, it failed since the number of elements exceeded 231. The relational database
table was created to have two columns: a “name” column corresponding to the name of file
from which the data was inserted, and a “contents” column (type text). The data was inserted
into the table by SQL insert statements where the contents was loaded from a file.
The queries that we tested with the sets reflect actual information needs, and were as
follows:
• Q1: Print the publication year (contents of element “year”) of each article. The
corresponding XPath expression is: //pub-date[@pub-type="ppub"]/year/text()
• Q2: If the article contains the word “genitalia” anywhere, print the article ID (element).
/article[//text()[contains(.,"genitalia")]]/front/article-meta/article-id[1]
• Q3: Print the title of the most cited article and how many times it has been cited. The
list of references within each article can be located at “//element-citation” and the title of each
cited article at “//element-citation/article-title”.
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For Q1 and Q2, no specific “localization” for the underlying database management
system was needed. The native database uses simply “xpath <expression>” syntax and the
XML-enabled RDBMS uses “ExtractValues(column_name, xpath-expression)”. However, in
the case of Q3, the XML-enabled RDBMS had limitations that prevented us from using the full
XPath expression, so we used an XPath expression with SQL additions. The full XPath
expression and its XPath+SQL counterpart are shown in Figure 1.
for $title in distinctvalues(//elementcitation/articletitle/text()) let
$total :=
count(//elementcitation/articletitle[text() = $title])
order by $total
descending
return
$title || " : "
|| $total

select
ExtractValue(contents,'//ele
ment-citation/articletitle') ,
count(distinct(ExtractValue(
contents,'//elementcitation/article-title')))
from docs group by
ExtractValue(contents,'//ele
ment-citation/articletitle') order by
count(ExtractValue(contents,
'//element-citation/articletitle'));

Figure 1 XPath and XPath+SQL expressions for finding article titles and the times the
article was cited
For curious readers, the most frequent year of publication was 2016, the word “genitalia”
appeared in about 1,700 articles (of 500,000), and the most cited article was “Gapped BLAST
and PSI-BLAST: a new generation of protein database search programs”.
4. Measurements and Results
We timed the execution time of each query with the standard Linux “time” command.
Each measurement was repeated several times. Other than the usual operating system tools,
there were no programs executing in the computer during the measurements. On the native
XML database, the execution time of Q3 was impractically long at 200000 or more
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documents (we interrupted the execution after it had been running for 3 weeks without
producing a result).
The results are presented in Table 1 and illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. We can see
that the XML database is faster with the “simple” queries Q1 and Q2, whereas the XML
enabled RDBMS can handle the more complex query Q3.
Table 1

Duration of queries (in seconds)
Native XML

XML-enabled RDBMS

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q1

Q2

Q3

100k

5.1

17.2

215621

10.5

145.8

45.5

200k

18.3

74.6

-

53.0

889.0

262.0

300k

33.1

133.7

-

91.9

1731.6

523.1

400k

44.0

179.6

-

122.0

2415.8

722.3

500k

47.5

191.0

-

136.6

2684.0

834.2

300

Duration of queries, XML
database

3000

200

2000

100

1000

0

0
100

200

300
q1

400
q2

500

Duration of queries, XMLsupported RDBMS

100

200
Q1

300
Q2

400

500

Q3

Figure 2 Duration of queries, XML database (left) and XML supported RDBMS (right)
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3000

XML-enabled RDBMS and XML database, combined
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0
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q1-sql
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q2-sql

400
q2-xml

500
q3-sql

Figure 3 Duration of queries, combined
5. Measurements and Results: MongoDB
Our improved storage and query method is based on MongoDB 2.4.10, an open source
“no-SQL” database [19]. MongoDB does not organize data in tables with columns and rows.
Instead, data is stored in “documents”, each of which is an associative array of scalar values,
lists, or nested associative arrays. MongoDB documents are serialized as JSON objects,
and are stored internally using a binary encoding of JSON called BSON [18]. MongoDB is
able to import documents in JSON format. For converting our XML documents into JSON
we used the Python based “xml2json” tool by H. Kranen. Xml2json was able to convert
approximately 13 documents per second in our system. MongoDB’s import speed was about
25 documents per second.
The queries modified to support MongoDB’s query language are as follows:
• Q1 db.myCollection.find( {}, { "article.front.article-meta.pub-date.year":1, "_id":0 } )
• Q2 db.myCollection.runCommand( "text", { search: "genitalia" } )
• Q3 db.myCollection.aggregate([{$group : {_id : "$article.back.ref-list.ref.elementcitation.article-title", "article-title" : {$sum : 1}}}, { $sort : { "article-title" : -1} }, { $limit: 500 } ])
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Other adjustments for MongoDB include setting the DBQuery.shellBatchSize variable
to one million to support printing large result sets, enabling text indexing and creating a text
index (“ensureIndex” command).
Results in Table 2 indicate that MongoDB is very fast with the more complex queries
(Q2 and Q3) but slower than the XML and relational databases with the simple query Q1.
Figure 4 illustrates the execution times of the queries in all three database packages.
Table 2

Duration of queries using MongoDB (in seconds).
MongoDB
Q1

Q2

Q3

100k

24.5

1.2

5.2

200k

55.1

4.2

5.2

300k

84.9

4.3

10.5

400k

123.7

4.6

18.2

500k

144.3

5.3

18.4

Query times: XML-enabled RDBMS (sql), XML
database and MongoDB
q3-mongo
q3-xml

500
400
300
200
100

q3-sql

q2-xml
q2-sql
q1-mongo
q1-xml
q1-sql
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

Figure 4 Performance of queries: RDBMS (sql), XML database (xml) and MongoDB
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The results demonstrate an impressive gain of performance when using MongoDB for
text search and aggregation. Simple queries seem to run faster with the RDBMS and XML
databases.
However, since MongoDB’s aggregation function seems to be very efficient, we can
modify Q1 as follows:
Q1b: db.myCollection.aggregate( [{"$group": {_id: "$article.front.article-meta.pub-date.year",
count: {$sum: 1}}}, {$sort: {_id: 1}} ])
This query prints the summaries of publication years within the collection and the output
format as follows:
{ "result" : [
..
{ "_id" : "1901", "count" : 1728 },
..
{ "_id" : "2016", "count" : 12698 },
Using this method, we obtain the following performance:
100k
200k
300k
400k
0.7
1.5
2.4
3.9

500k
4.0

A similar aggregation with the RDBMS “select ExtractValue(contents,'//pub-date[1]/year'),
count(ExtractValue(contents,'//pub-date[1]/year')) from docs group by ExtractValue(contents,'//pubdate[1]/year');” runs for 540 seconds with 500,000 articles.
Parker, Poe and Vrbsky [20] have compared data retrieval with MongoDB and find
MongoDB generally faster as well (but relational database systems are faster at loading data
into the database). They think that MongoDB’s fast retrieval performance is due to the
combination of the index used by MongoDB and its use of memory.
6. Summary and Future Work
In this paper, we have compared the query performance of an XML-enabled relational
database package and an XML database package using a collection of up to 500,000 XML
documents. The documents originate from the U.S. National Institute of Health’s PubMed
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collection. The queries represent “typical” tasks in an information system containing a
database, namely: Q1 List the publication year of all the documents in the database; Q2 List
the document ID’s of all documents containing word “genitalia” anywhere in the document;
Q3 Find the article that is most cited by other articles in the collection.
With both the XML-enabled relational database package and the XML database
package, we have used the xpath query language as it is supported by both. However, small
adjustments were made in the queries since the XML-enabled RDBMS does not support all
the functionality of xpath. For instance, xpath’s “for” construct that would be needed to
express Q3 is not supported, and we therefore rewrote the query with a corresponding SQL
construct.
Instead of a database package, we could use a standalone xpath program with a
collection of XML documents stored in files. A simple measurement demonstrates that this
is not practical. Evaluating Q1 with the xpath program and 100,000 documents took 14 hours
in our test system (24-core Xeon server with 32 GB memory). With a database system, the
query times were, of course, significantly better.
Despite the improvements, large amounts of documents still mean long query
processing times. Processing Q2 with 500,000 documents still took minutes with the XML
database and half an hour with the XML-enabled DBMS. To speed up queries, we have
studied the feasibility of a “no-SQL” database MongoDB.
Obviously, MongoDB’s approach is not as rigorous as with other database products. It
is difficult to see how MongoDB could support references to other documents in the collection
in the same way as foreign keys in the relational database world or idref’s in the XML world.
Similarly, MongoDB’s query language may not have the expressive power of XPath.
However, we were able to convert our data and store it into MongoDB seemingly without
difficulties. Our XML documents did not have multiple namespaces. Those would have been
difficult to express with MongoDB. The queries could be expressed with MongoDB’s query
language, too.
MongoDB’s performance was very good, especially with aggregation queries. There,
the execution time was only about 10% of the corresponding query execution with the XML
database and XML-enabled RDBMS. As a summary, we see a MongoDB based solution
feasible if the focus is performance rather than complicated queries.
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One of topics of our earlier database research has been energy efficiency of database
applications [21]. In the future, we plan to expand this research into XML databases.
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